Speciation of adsorbates on surface of solids by infrared spectroscopy and chemometrics.
Speciation, i.e. identification and quantification, of surface species on heterogeneous surfaces by infrared spectroscopy is important in many fields but remains a challenging task when facing strongly overlapped spectra of multiple adspecies. Here, we propose a new methodology, combining state of the art instrumental developments for quantitative infrared spectroscopy of adspecies and chemometrics tools, mainly a novel data processing algorithm, called SORB-MCR (SOft modeling by Recursive Based-Multivariate Curve Resolution) and multivariate calibration. After formal transposition of the general linear mixture model to adsorption spectral data, the main issues, i.e. validity of Beer-Lambert law and rank deficiency problems, are theoretically discussed. Then, the methodology is exposed through application to two case studies, each of them characterized by a specific type of rank deficiency: (i) speciation of physisorbed water species over a hydrated silica surface, and (ii) speciation (chemisorption and physisorption) of a silane probe molecule over a dehydrated silica surface. In both cases, we demonstrate the relevance of this approach which leads to a thorough surface speciation based on comprehensive and fully interpretable multivariate quantitative models. Limitations and drawbacks of the methodology are also underlined.